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Re-positioning IR with Changing Times
BM

Industrial Relations

IR conclave held at Bhiwadi
(Dist. Alwar) on 30th
January 2016 initiated by
India’s Best HR Magazine
“Business Manager”
provided a unique
opportunity for industry
captains, CEOs and top HR
professionals to deliberate
upon the strategies and
gain insights to reposition
industrial relations with
changing times.
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How much diplomatic are you?
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Women as “Agents of Change”
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Diplomacy is defined as the art of dealing with people in a
sensitive and tactful way.The focus is thus on expressing
oneself without arousing ill will.
An article by Sudeepto Mukherjee

Gratuity As CTC? Legal Implications
It has become a common practice for the managements to
state that in addition to basic salary and other allowances
they pay gratuity @ 15 days for every year.They do not
mention about the qualifying period for the payment of
gratuity. Such a practice is undesirable.
An article by H.L. Kumar

Women leaders must continuously demonstrate emotional
intelligence and bring 100% of themselves to work each
day.
An article by Aparna Sharma
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Case STUDY

Why People Leave?
By Dr. Pravin Durai
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Case Analysis
Job profile ambiguity needs to be
removed -By Mihir Gosalia
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Engage environment for HR
initiatives -By Bhaskar Dhariwal
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Revised Minimum Wages, Uttarakhand,
w.e.f. 1.2.16 to 31.7.16
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Women leaders must continuously demonstrate emotional intelligence and
bring 100% of themselves to work each day.

Women as “Agents of Change”
Aparna Sharma
Independent Director on the Board of T.S Alloys Ltd.,& Author of "Reality Bytes -The Role of HR in Today'sWorld,Mumbai

I

One more aspect on which women
need to work upon is making
themselves 'visible'. While high
performance is essential, it is not
enough. It is making your
accomplishments and your work
'visible' that make it crucial to
succeed. One must also know how
to promote oneself both internally
and externally. One of the best ways
to do this is to seek out roles that
have a highly visible, stretch and
maximizes one's growth in the
corporate hierarchy.

have put pen to paper to write on
this topic not because of
International Woman's Day, but
because I truly believe with all
my conviction in "Nari-Shakti" (
Woman power). It has been earlier a
subject of reverence & then over the
years also for discussion- I must admit
that
the
needle
surely
has
moved...however so very slowly that its
going to be a long long time before we
come across a level playing field.
What is commendable is to take
cognizance of this journey on the road
once less travelled & look forward to
the myriad opportunities waiting to be
unfolded. From Space to Sports, we see
women increasingly participating &
on a winning streak. This is extremely
heartening for all the aspiring women
wanting & waiting to fulfil their
dreams.
Here are a few important tips to
help more women become "Agents of
Change" in the corporate battlefieldShe needs to firstly "know herself"
& understand her strengths.
Predominantly, in our Indian
society, a woman is told "What not to
do" rather than "You are good at
this, please pursue it". Once you are
clear with your strengths, leverage
it in every situation possible.
While you work on your areas of
development, do not shy away from
accepting what you don't know. The
beginning is always by knowing
what you don't know.
Keep an open mind, adapt to
changes. Ask questions to facilitate
dialogue and exploration.
Lead with your head and your
heart.
Women
leaders
must
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continuously
demonstrate
emotional intelligence and bring
100% of themselves to work each
day.
They
should
remind
themselves that having a human
connection and bond with those in
their organization is essential to
their overall success.
Women should focus more on
networking. Networking is an
invaluable business skill and a
critical
component
in
any
professional's toolkit for career
success.
The
ability
to
communicate effectively, build and
nurture winning relationships and
expand a network is absolutely
essential in today's business world
for career advancement. Usually
after office, men in corporates tend
to go out with their colleagues and
bond over drinks. Women, however,
are in a hurry to rush home to their
families after work. So, women need
to work on finding different ways
for networking.
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Domination as a leadership style is
becoming less and less popular. There
is a new growing appreciation of
those traits that women use to keep
families together and to organize
volunteers to unite and make change
in the shared life of communities.
These newly admired leadership
qualities of
shared leadership;
nurturance and doing good for others
are today not only sought after but
also indeed needed to make a
difference in the world. A feminine
way of leading includes helping the
world to understand and be principled
about values that really matter.
In my view, women need to grow to
make themselves self sufficient in all
walks of life, however live & co-exist
with male counterparts in an
interdependent manner in any ecosystem they are part of.
Finally, just a food for thought for
all Womenfolk- just as George Eliot
said "It is never too late to become what
you might have been."
So, dream on, march on & unleash
your power as "Agents of Change"! BM
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